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ABSTRACT: Understanding the properties of the unfolded state under
folding conditions is of fundamental importance for gaining mechanistic
insight into folding as well as misfolding reactions. Toward achieving this
objective, the folding reaction of a small protein, monellin, has been resolved
structurally and temporally, with the use of the multisite time-resolved FRET
methodology. The present study establishes that the initial polypeptide
chain collapse is not only heterogeneous but also structurally asymmetric
and nonuniform. The population-averaged size for the segments spanning
parts of the β-sheet decreases much more than that for the α-helix. Multisite
measurements enabled specific and nonspecific components of the initial
chain collapse to be discerned. The expanded and compact intermediate
subensembles have the properties of a nonspecifically collapsed (hence, random-coil-like) and specifically collapsed (hence,
globular) polymer, respectively. During subsequent folding, both the subensembles underwent contraction to varying extents at the
four monitored segments, which was close to gradual in nature. The expanded intermediate subensemble exhibited an additional
very slow contraction, suggestive of the presence of non-native interactions that result in a higher effective viscosity slowing down
intrachain motions under folding conditions.

To gain mechanistic insight into protein folding reactions,
it is crucial to have an understanding of the properties of

the unfolded (U) state under folding conditions, from which
structure formation commences.1,2 The conformational prop-
erties of the U state are also relevant in various other contexts
such as liquid−liquid phase separation3 and protein
aggregation4,5 and need to be understood in the context of
polymer physics theory.6,7 The U state populated under
unfolding conditions has been characterized as a random-coil-
like chain8,9 with some residual structure in the case of a few
proteins10,11 and displays the properties of a polymer chain in a
good solvent.2,7−9 Intrinsically disordered proteins under
denaturing conditions have also been described by a self-
avoiding random walk model, as expected for a random-coil-
like polymer in which chain−solvent interactions dominate
over chain−chain interactions, thereby giving rise to an
expanded form.8,12,13

Little is known about what happens to the conformational
properties of the unfolded polypeptide chain upon transfer
from denaturing to renaturing solvent conditions. Does it
remain expanded or undergo a collapse? Does it have specific,
native (N)-like interactions or nonspecific, non-native
interactions? Is it globular or random-coil-like in its shape?
These fundamental questions have remained a matter of active
research and debate over the past few decades,1,2,14−16 partly
because the U state in folding conditions is too short-lived to
be characterized by high-resolution structural probes. If chain−
chain interactions dominate over the chain−solvent inter-

actions under folding conditions, then the polypeptide chain
would undergo a solvent-induced collapse, as predicted for a
polymer in a poor solvent.2,6,7,16

Many experimental studies have probed the properties of the
initially collapsed intermediate ensemble to verify the
predictions of polymer theory6,7 and to determine whether
the solvent behaves as a good or poor solvent under folding
conditions.2,14,15 The results have varied considerably across
proteins2,14 and have depended on the methodologies used for
monitoring the changes in protein dimensions.17,18 Both
single-molecule8,17,19 and ensemble2,14,20,21 FRET measure-
ments have suggested that the U state collapses under folding
conditions. However, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
measurements, which measure the average radius of gyration,
suggest that the U state under folding conditions remains
expanded.17,18,22 The apparent discrepancy between SAXS and
smFRET-based measurements,23 which has complicated
precise determination of the extent of collapse in some
cases,17,18 may arise because of heterogeneity in the collapsed
intermediate ensemble.23
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Some recent studies15,24 suggest that evolution would have
selected for an expanded U state even under folding
conditions, because preferential chain−chain interactions that
would stabilize a compact U state could also be expected to
facilitate aggregation. Conversely, the formation of a collapsed
(compact) U state under folding conditions1,2,14,25 would
facilitate further folding by establishing various N-like
interactions and reducing the conformational entropy for
folding. Experimental and computational data supporting both
points of view exist.2,14,15 Some proteins appear to undergo a
very fast specific collapse leading to the formation of an N-like
productive globular intermediate on the millisecond time scale,
whose interactions appear to facilitate further folding.26−30 For
many other proteins, however, the collapsed form appears to
be devoid of substantial specific N-like interactions.21,31−33

The multisite time-resolved FRET (trFRET) methodology
can resolve this heterogeneity and provide comprehensive
structural insight into the properties of the collapsed
intermediate ensemble. trFRET provides great temporal
resolution for monitoring transiently populated species,34

while multisite measurements provide a characterization of
different structural segments of the protein.35−37 This method
has been used successfully in the past to characterize the
structural heterogeneity present in both equilibrium34,36 and
kinetic measurements30,38,39 of (un)folding reactions.
Recently, the trFRET method was used for characterizing

the heterogeneity in the collapse and folding of monellin
(MNEI), a well-characterized model system for the study of
protein folding.37,40 Earlier multisite steady-state FRET
(ssFRET) measurements had indicated that the initially
collapsed intermediate, formed within the first 37 μs during
folding, was stabilized by both specific and nonspecific
interactions,41,42 although it could not be ascertained if they

were present in the same or different subensembles of
molecules. trFRET measurements, using a single FRET pair
monitoring collapse at the core (C),40 then established that the
initially collapsed intermediate ensemble is a heterogeneous
mixture of expanded and compact subensembles (both distinct
from the U and N states). As folding progresses, the expanded
subensemble transforms into the compact subensemble in a
barrier-limited cooperative manner via parallel pathways.40 A
recent multisite trFRET study37 probing structural changes
across three more segments spanning the α-helix (H), the β-
sheet (B), and the end-to-end distance (E) identified multiple
structurally distinct subensembles in the initially collapsed
intermediate ensemble. Each subensemble was shown to utilize
a distinct pathway for subsequent folding, and the sequence of
structure forming events on each pathway was determined.37

The analysis of the data obtained in the previous study37 was
restricted to analyzing how the different initial subensembles of
molecules transformed into progressively more folded
subensembles in barrier-limited steps on multiple pathways,
with time of folding. In that study, it had been noted that
structural changes also occurred within each initial sub-
ensemble during the time it was populated, before it transited
into a more structured subensemble, but these changes had not
been analyzed. The present study follows up on the previous
ones37,40 by analyzing the same data obtained earlier37 to
determine the nature and extent of the structural changes
occurring within the subensembles populated in the initial
collapsed intermediate ensemble, with time of folding. Both
the average dimensions of the collapsed intermediate, as well as
the properties of the expanded and compact subensembles,
have been investigated as a function of folding time and chain
length. Specific and nonspecific components of the polypeptide
chain collapse have been discerned, and both globular and

Figure 1. Multisite trFRET is a suitable probe for monitoring the folding reaction of MNEI. Time-resolved fluorescence decay traces for the TNB-
labeled variants were obtained at pH 8 and 25 °C. The different panels correspond to data obtained for different labeled variants, as indicated on
the top of each panel, and represent different intramolecular FRET pairs, The positions of the donor (shown as blue sticks) and acceptor (shown as
red spheres) fluorophores of each FRET pair are shown in the structure on the right of each panel. The structures (for pdb ID 1IV9) were drawn
using Pymol. The black, red, and green curves in each panel represent the instrument response function (IRF), the fluorescence decay trace of the
native protein (in 0.4 M GdnHCl), and the fluorescence decay trace of unfolded protein (in 4 M GdnHCl), respectively. The inset in each panel
shows the MEM analysis-derived fluorescence lifetime distributions for the unfolded and native proteins. The y-axis (amplitude) in each inset
represents the relative populations for the MEM-analysis derived fluorescence lifetime histograms as a function of logarithmically spaced
fluorescence lifetimes (x-axis). The amplitudes in each inset have been normalized to the peak amplitude for each distribution.
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random-coil-like subensembles have been shown to coexist
within the same collapsed intermediate ensemble highlighting
the inherent heterogeneity in the initial collapse transition.
Figure 1 shows that trFRET measurements of four

intramolecular distances separating four different FRET pairs
can distinguish between the N and the U states. For all the
FRET pairs, the discrete analysis-derived mean fluorescence
lifetime (τ = ∑ ταi im ,∑ α = 1i , i = 2 to 4; obtained from a
multiexponential fit to the fluorescence decay traces) of the N
state was smaller than that of the U state, as evident in its faster
fluorescence decay, and also in the position of the peak of its
maximum entropy method (MEM) analysis-derived fluores-
cence lifetime distribution (insets, Figure 1) (see Materials and
Methods, SI). For all the FRET pairs, the fluorescence lifetime
distribution for the U state was unimodal and had a peak at a
fluorescence lifetime of ∼1−2 ns. The fluorescence lifetime
distributions seen for the N state were found to vary across the
different TNB-labeled variants corresponding to the different
FRET pairs. For W19C42-TNB, W4C97-TNB, and W4C42-
TNB, reporting on the core (C), end-to-end (E), and β-sheet
(B) distances, respectively, the N state displayed a clear
bimodal fluorescence lifetime distribution, with the major
component at lower fluorescence lifetimes. For W19C29-TNB,
reporting on the helix (H) segment, only a unimodal
population distribution of fluorescence lifetimes was observed
for both the U and N states.
The folding of MNEI was initiated by diluting the GdnHCl

concentration from 4 to 0.4 M, using a stopped-flow mixer.
The observed shift in the distribution to lower fluorescence
lifetimes upon folding was indicative of an increase in FRET
efficiency. This was confirmed by analyzing the data obtained
for both the unlabeled and the TNB-labeled variants (Figures
S1−S4) and determining the FRET efficiency (see Materials
and Methods, SI) at each time of folding. It should be noted
that the fluorescence lifetime distributions for the unlabeled
protein variants were largely unimodal. Although small minor
peaks at lower lifetimes were observed (Figures S1−S4) in
some cases, their relative contribution to the overall population
was <15% at all times of folding (Figure S5). From the FRET
efficiency data, the distance separating the donor and acceptor
could be determined by the use of the Forster equation.36,43 It
is important to note that mutations and labeling had no
significant effect on stability, secondary structure and folding
kinetics of MNEI.36,37

At the first observable time of folding (i.e., 100 ms), all four
average intramolecular distances (<RDA>), except for the end-
to-end distance (in W4−C97TNB), became significantly
shorter than in the U state (Figure 2a). This burst phase
(<100 ms) decrease in the average intramolecular distances is
referred to as the collapse transition, which is known to
precede structure formation in the case of monellin.37,40−42

The fractional change in average size ( < >f RDA
) at 100 ms of

folding, relative to the total change in size from the U to the N

state ( = =< >
< > − < >
< > − < >

f t; 100 msR
R R
R R

t

DA

DA
U

DA

DA
U

DA
N ), varied signifi-

cantly (4% to 51%) between the four monitored segments,
with an average value of 34% ± 10%. Previous multisite
ssFRET based folding studies in the microsecond regime42 had
revealed that the initial collapse occurred as early as within 37
μs of folding, and that the size of the protein then did not
change, across all the monitored segments, over the next 1
ms.42 At 1 ms of folding, the size had undergone an average

fractional change of 35% ± 9%.40,41 It was also shown that the
size decreases further only by 5−10% across various segments,
and that structure formation occurs to the same extent, from 1
to 100 ms of folding.40,41 Hence, the collapsed intermediate
en semb l e popu l a t ed a t 100 ms o f f o l d ing (

= ±< >f 34% 10%)RDA
, studied here, resembles in its

dimensions the initially collapsed intermediate ensemble
populated at 37 μs of folding ( = ±< >f 35% 9%)RDA

. No

major changes in protein dimensions seem to occur from 37 μs
to 100 ms of folding.37,40−42

The extent of reduction in dimensions relative to the

corresponding U state ( = < > − < >
< >

f R R
R

t
DA

U
DA

DA
U ) was different

across different intramolecular distances (Figure 2b). The
reduction in average size seen by trFRET in the collapsed
intermediate, varied from ∼5% for the segment H spanning the
α-helix, to 16% for segment C spanning the core, and 22% for
segment B spanning the β-sheet. This suggested that the initial
chain collapse reaction in monellin is nonuniform, as was
suggested earlier using steady-state fluorescence measurements
for some of these FRET pairs.41 A computational study had
also suggested that the collapse reaction of monellin is
asymmetric in nature.44 More interestingly, it was observed
that the extent of the collapse was higher for segments B and C
spanning the β-sheet (in W4-C42TNB and W19-C42TNB) as
compared with segment H spanning the helix (in W19-
C29TNB) (Figure 2b). This is also in concordance with a
recent study suggesting more collapsibility in β-sheet rich
proteins than α-helix containing ones,14 and also provides
experimental support to the prediction that the extent of
collapse depends upon the topology of the corresponding
folded region in a protein.45

Figure 3 shows the distance distributions measured for
different structural segments, which were determined from the

Figure 2. Asymmetric properties of the collapsed intermediate
ensemble. (a) Dependence of the average donor−acceptor pair
distance (<RDA>), determined at different times of the folding
reaction on sequence separation between the FRET donor and
acceptor. The average RDA was derived from mean fluorescence
lifetime values obtained for both the labeled and unlabeled variants
for all the FRET pairs. The distances were determined using the
FRET efficiency values and the Forster distance values in the Forster
equation.36 In panel A, H, C, B, and E refer to the segments spanning
the helix (W19-C29TNB), core (W19-C42TNB), β-sheet (W4-
C42TNB), and end-to-end separation (W4-C97TNB). (b) Compar-
ison of the fractional change in size with respect to the U state (

= < > − < >
< >

f R R

R

t
DA

U
DA

DA
U ) at 100 ms (black) and 200 ms (red) of folding

for all the four intramolecular distances. The error bars represent the
standard errors of measurements from two independent double
kinetics experiments.
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MEM analysis of trFRET data. The distance distributions were
derived from the fluorescence lifetime distributions of the
TNB-labeled variants upon accounting for the changes in the
corresponding unlabeled variants (Figures S1−S4), as
described earlier40 (also see Materials and Methods section,
SI). This step ensured that other biophysical effects that might
affect the fluorescence lifetime distributions due to changes in
the Trp environment during folding were taken care of. In the
previous study probing collapse and folding only at segment
C,40 a bimodal distance distribution was observed for the burst
phase intermediate populated at 100 ms of folding. Figure 3
shows that the collapsed intermediate ensemble at 100 ms of
folding is similarly heterogeneous at segments B and E as well.
It is important to note that such bimodality is seen only for the
TNB-labeled variants probing FRET and not for the
corresponding unlabeled variants probing changes in the Trp
environment (Figures S2−S4). This result emphasizes the
power of MEM analysis to uniquely and robustly resolve the
heterogeneity from ensemble trFRET measurements.34 The
two subpopulations observed for the collapsed intermediate
ensemble at segments C, B, and E were identified as U-like
(RDA > 20 Å) and N-like (RDA < 20 Å) subensembles, based
upon their similarities in MEM-peak distance with the U and
N states,37,40 respectively (Figures 3 and 4). This result is in
accordance with theoretical predictions of kinetic partitioning
of folding molecules immediately after initial chain collapse.46

A homopolymer in a θ or good solvent is expected to
undergo an expansion in size with an increase in length.2,6,7,47

Structural segments that remained U-like at 100 ms of folding
were found to show a monotonic increase in spatial separation

(intramolecular distance, RDA) with increasing sequence
separation (Figure 4A). In the case of the unfolded protein
in 4 M GdnHCl, the increase was not strictly monotonic but
close to being so, and the upward trend was similar to that seen

Figure 3. Evolution of distance distributions as a function of folding time. Experimentally derived distance distributions for representative time
points of the folding reaction. The topmost panel corresponds to the U state, the bottom-most panel corresponds to the distance distribution of the
refolded N state, and the middle panels correspond to intermediate time points, as described on each panel, during folding following a 4 to 0.4 M
GdnHCl jump. The vertical solid and dashed black lines indicate the peak positions of the fluorescence lifetime distributions corresponding to the
refolded N state and U state, respectively.

Figure 4. The U-like subensemble has properties of a homopolymer
akin to the U state, while the N-like subensemble is globular like the
N state. Dependence of the spatial separation (RDA) on the sequence
separation between the FRET donor and acceptor, measured for the
U-like structural segments (panel a) and the N-like structural
segments (panel b), at different times of folding. The peak distance,
at different times of folding, was obtained using the most probable
fluorescence lifetimes of the MEM-derived fluorescence lifetime
distributions for the TNB-labeled variants and their corresponding
unlabeled counterparts (Figures S1−S4).40 Different colors corre-
spond to data for the U state in 4 M GdnHCl (black), at 100 ms of
folding (red), refolded state (green), and the N state (blue). H, C, B,
and E refer to different segments, as described in Figure 2. The error
bars correspond to the standard errors measured from two
independent double kinetics experiments.
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for the U-like subensemble at 100 ms of folding. The
observation that both the U state in 4 M GdnHCl and the
U-like subensemble at 100 ms of folding show similar positive
correlations between the measured RDA and the length of the
probed segment (Figure 4A) confirms the homopolymer-like
properties of the U-like subensemble.47 It suggests that the
contraction from the U state to a U-like subensemble involves
only nonspecific intrachain interactions,20,21,24,48 and thus, the
random-coil-like properties of the U state (Figures 2A and 4A)
are retained in the U-like subensemble at 100 ms of folding. A
determination of the scaling exponent describing the depend-
ence of size on chain length would reveal details about the
solvent quality for the observed homopolymer-like behav-
ior.6,7,47 Unfortunately, the RDA measured using FRET cannot
be converted accurately to the radius of gyration, and hence,
the solvent quality cannot be interpreted.23

In contrast, structural segments that have collapsed to
become N-like at 100 ms of folding did not show such a
monotonic increase in spatial separation with increasing
sequence separation (Figure 4b). Instead, the dependence of
spatial separation on sequence separation for the N-like
structural segments was more similar to that observed for the
globular N state (Figure 4b). This confirmed the presence of at
least some specific native-like interactions29−33,49 in the N-like
compact and globular subensemble. Although no correlation of
spatial separation with sequence separation was observed
previously in the case of the initial kinetic intermediate of
barstar,20,49 that was likely to have been the consequence of an
inability, in ssFRET measurements, to resolve between
expanded (such as U-like) and compact (such as N-like)
structural segments in the initial kinetic intermediate ensemble.
A continuous movement in the peak position of the distance

distributions toward a shorter distance was seen at all the four
structural segments monitored by FRET (Figures 3 and 5).
This was observed for the N-like distance distribution at
segment B, for the U-like distance distribution at segment E,
and both the N-like and U-like distance distributions at
segment C (Figure 5). A continuous shift was also observed for
the distance distribution monitoring the sequence segment
spanning the helix in all protein molecules, whether in U-like
or N-like subensembles, as the folding reaction progressed.
Unfortunately the magnitudes of these continuous shifts in the
peaks of the distance distributions were small compared with
the widths of the distributions (Figures 3 and S6). It was
therefore not possible to definitively conclude that these
distances contract in a continuous barrier-less manner.
Nevertheless, the observation of very many crossover points
of all the distance distributions (Figure S6), suggests strongly
that the transition occurs through a multitude of states, and is
close to being continuous in nature. Future studies of the
temperature dependence of the transition will establish
whether the transition is truly continuous.20

In this context, it is important to point out that a barrier-less
continuous contraction can be both exponential in its kinetics
and slow. Theoretical50 as well as experimental20,39,40,51 studies
have indicated that diffusive motions in polypeptide chains
accompanying changes in size can result in nearly exponential
relaxation kinetics, especially if the chain motions are slow,
reflective of a rugged underlying landscape.50,52 The slowness
in chain motions could be because: (a) The energy landscape
is rugged, that is, folding would involve the crossing of multiple
small (<3 kBT) free energy barriers arising from imperfect
enthalpy−entropy compensations, resulting in multistep

conformational changes;53 (b) Intrachain motions could be
slaved to solvent motions54 and could be dampened more for a
collapsed intermediate ensemble, possibly because of associ-
ated steric hindrance; and (c) Further contraction involves the
formation of new intramolecular contacts with high effective
activation free energy.
In a previous study,40 the unusually slow contraction of one

intramolecular distance was identified as glassy-like behavior.
This was based upon viscosity calculations that suggested that
the contraction was slowed down by an effective viscosity that
had a value 109 times larger than that of water (see Materials
and Methods in the SI). In this study, it is shown that three
other intramolecular distances show similarly slow contraction.
The dynamics observed in glassy states are poorly understood
in terms of the barriers that slow them down drastically.
Transitions within glassy states can be continuous and barrier-
less (<3 kBT),

55,56 or they can be barrier-limited with
Arrhenius or super-Arrhenius kinetics.57−60 At present it is
not known whether the glassy-like kinetics observed in this
study are barrier-less or barrier-limited. This will be the focus
of future studies (see above).

Figure 5. Continuous movement of the peaks of the fluorescence
lifetime distributions. Kinetics of contraction of U-like (green empty
circles) and N-like (red empty circles) distance distributions in the
different subensembles, as determined for the different FRET pair
variants (as mentioned on top of each panel) in 0.4 M GdnHCl at pH
8 and 25 °C. The peak distance, at different times of folding, was
obtained using the most probable fluorescence lifetimes of the MEM
derived fluorescence lifetime distributions for the TNB-labeled
variants and their corresponding unlabeled counterparts (Figures
S1−S4).40 For the labeled variant mapping the helix (W19C29-TNB),
only a unimodal peak was observed (Figure S1), and the data for the
same is shown in blue color. The solid lines through the kinetics data
are fit to either a single or double exponential equation. The rate
constants and relative amplitudes for the observed exponential kinetic
phases are reported in the individual panels. The error bars represent
the standard errors of measurements from two independent double
kinetics experiments.
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Interestingly, the U-like subensemble underwent contraction
only at segments C and E and not at the segment B. It could be
that the contraction of the β-sheet segment is retarded by the
presence of non-native interactions in the U-like subensem-
ble48,61 and that contraction of this segment becomes possible
only when these non-native interactions get broken in a
barrier-limited step, corresponding to the U-like to N-like
conversion during folding.37,40 Figure 5 also shows that the N-
like subensemble contracted with the time of folding only at
segments B and C; no contraction was observed at segment E.
The contraction at segment E could have been prevented by
native as well as non-native interactions that form in other
segments of the structure.28,29 The current understanding of
the origin of the observed nonuniform and close to gradual
nature of the contraction of different structural segments is far
from satisfactory and will be the focus of future studies.
The U-like subensemble underwent contraction at all

structural segments more slowly (with an additional 0.01 s−1

rate constant) than the N-like subensemble (1 s−1) (Figure 5).
It appears that the two subensembles differ in the extent of
non-native interactions present. Fewer (if any) such inter-
actions present in the specifically collapsed N-like subensemble
are likely to retard its further contraction. On the other hand,
more non-native interactions present in the expanded and
nonspecifically collapsed random-coil-like U-like subensemble,
would retard its further contraction. In other words, non-native
interactions would increase the effective viscosity experienced
by the polymer chain51,62,63 during its diffusion over a more
rugged free energy landscape. It should be noted that the rate
constants reported in Figure 5 are only rough estimates of the
true rate constants of contraction, as peak shift is not
proportional to population. These estimates serve the purpose
of establishing the similarities and differences in the time scales
of contraction of different distances in the U-like and N-like
subensembles.
The U-like subensemble seems to correspond to a

contracted and stabilized version of the U state ensemble
that underwent solvent-induced chain readjustment upon
transfer to folding conditions.31−33 The stabilization with
respect to the U-state might be the reason for increased
ruggedness and effective viscosity leading to slow barrier-
limited37 as well as close to barrier-less changes during
folding.31,40 However, the N-like subensemble seems to
correspond to a globular and productive on-pathway folding
intermediate1,26,27 that contains various native-like interactions
that facilitate further folding to the N-state.40

Earlier multisite trFRET studies, carried out under
equilibrium conditions,36 had shown that segment H displayed
a unimodal population distribution of intramolecular distances
whose peak shifted continuously with a decrease in GdnHCl
concentration. Segments B, C, and E showed both U-like and
N-like population distributions, with the former converting
into the latter in an all-or-none manner, while both
distributions contracted in a close to continuous manner
with a decrease in GdnHCl concentration. The equilibrium
results had suggested that the U-like and N-like subensembles,
present at any time during folding, consisted of molecules that
differed in their degree of solvent exposure. The addition of
GdnHCl would preferentially stabilize the more expanded
molecules in each subensemble. The observation that each
subensemble contracted in a close to continuous manner upon
a reduction in GdnHCl concentration suggested that the free
energy barriers separating compact and expanded molecules in

a partly (un)folded subensemble were small. Similar results
had been seen in earlier equilibrium studies of the unfolding of
barstar34 and the SH3 domain of PI3 kinase.64 This inference
from equilibrium unfolding studies is supported by multisite
trFRET-monitored kinetic studies of the unfolding of MNEI.39

Those studies showed that segments B and E (H and C were
not monitored) expanded continuously with time of
unfolding,39 suggesting that unfolding proceeded through a
slow and diffusive swelling of molecules in N-like and U-like
subensembles and that the former converted into the latter
through the barrier-limited breakage of a few noncovalent
interactions. The slow and close to continuous changes during
folding, observed in four different segments in this study, have
been shown to be describable by a modified Rouse-like model
of polymer physics,40 as are the similar changes observed
previously in kinetic unfolding studies.39

The present study has revealed and quantified segment-
specific, structural heterogeneity in the initially collapsed form
populated during the folding of MNEI. The segment spanning
the α-helix undergoes a close to continuous slow reduction in
size, homogeneously across all molecules, during folding.
However, for other parts of the protein such as the core, β-
sheet, and end-to-end separation, the collapsed intermediate
ensemble is heterogeneous. It consists of a random-coil-like
nonspecifically collapsed U-like subensemble and a specifically
collapsed N-like subensemble. The collapsed intermediate
ensemble undergoes a nonuniform glassy-like slow contraction
at different structural segments at rates that are significantly
different for the U-like and N-like subensembles.
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